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Abstract
We determine the average number of distinct subsequences in a random
binary string, and derive an estimate for the average number of distinct
subsequences of a particular length.
1 Introduction
Let Xn be a uniformly distributed random binary string of length n. For any string
s, let σm(s) be the number of distinct subsequences of s of length m, and let σ(s)
be the total number of distinct subsequences. We consider the random variables
Cnm = σm(Xn) and C
n = σ(Xn). Note that we are counting subsequences, not
substrings (the latter would have to be contiguous portions of s). Questions about
such random varaibles arise in the study of error-correcting codes for deletion
channels [2] – communication channels in which each bit has some probability of
being dropped, with the receiver getting no indication of where these deletions
occurred. When a codeword W is sent on such a channel, the receiver sees a
subsequence of W .
We denote the expectation of a random variable A by Aˆ. Given a string
s = (s0s1 · · · sn−1), we write s[i : j] for the substring s = (sisi+1 · · · sj−1). A run
is a maximal constant substring. A sequence of length m is called an m-sequence
(similarly an m-subseqence, m-string et cetera).
1
1.1 Subsequences of length m
If a string s begins with a run of length k, then we can assume with no loss of gen-
erality – since we are only counting distinct subsequences – that every nonempty
subsequence starts at either s0 or sk. Now σm(s) equals the number of distinct
m-subsequences that start with zero, plus the number that start with 1, i.e.
σm(s) = σm−1(s[1 : n]) + σm−1(s[k + 1 : n]). (1)
where the second term is zero when k = n. Of course Xn has probability 2
−k of
starting with a run of length k if k < n, and probability 21−n of starting with a
run of length n (i.e. being a constant sequence); thus (by linearity of expectation)
Cˆnm satisfies the recurrence
Cˆnm = Cˆ
n−1
m−1 +
n−1∑
k≥1
2−kCˆn−k−1m−1 (2)
Since Cˆnm = 0 when m > n we can (for m > 1) write this as
Cˆnm =
∞∑
k≥0
2−kCˆn−k−1m−1 (3)
from which we obtain a recurrence relation similar to the recurrence for the bino-
mial coefficents:
Theorem 1
Cˆnm = Cˆ
n−1
m−1 +
1
2
Cˆn−1m (4)
with initial conditions Cˆnn = 1 and Cˆ
n
0 = 1.
Note in particular that Cˆnn−1 =
n+1
2
. This must be the expected number of runs
in Xn, since an (n− 1)-subsequence is determined entirely by the run from which
one bit is deleted. Indeed the first bit of Xn starts a new run with probability 1,
while each subsequent bit starts a new run with probability 1
2
, again giving (by
linearity of expectation) Cˆnn−1 =
n+1
2
.
More generally, Cˆnn−m is, for fixed m, a polynomial of degree m. Let Cˆ
n
n−m =
pm(n) =
∑m
i=0 αm,in
i. Now
pm(n) = pm(n− 1) +
1
2
pm−1(n− 1)
thus equating coefficients on nm−1 gives
αm,m−1 = −mαm,m + αm,m−1 +
1
2
αm−1,m−1
2
so
αm,m =
1
2m
αm−1,m−1 .
Thus (since α0,0 = 1) we obtain αm = 1/(2
mm!) and we have the approximation
Theorem 2
Cˆnn−m = 2
−m
(
n
m
)
+O(nm−1) (5)
1.2 Total Number of Subsequences
By the same reasoning as in (2) we have
σ(s) = 1 + σ(s[1 : n]) + σ(s[k + 1 : n]). (6)
when s begins with a k-run (the initial 1 counts the empty subsequence), and thus
Cˆn = 1 + Cˆn−1 +
∑
k≥1
2−kCˆn−k−1 = 1 +
∑
k≥0
2−kCˆn−k−1 . (7)
Noting that ∑
k≥1
2−kCˆn−k−1 =
Cˆn−1 − 1
2
(8)
we have
Cˆn =
1
2
+
3
2
Cˆn−1 (9)
and Cˆ0 = 1, thus
Theorem 3
Cˆn = 2
(
3
2
)n
− 1 . (10)
This improves an earlier result [1] that Cˆn = O((3/2)n).
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